lot of new application fields will open for LIGA technology.
slightly modify the cross sectional shape of a microstructure without changing the mask pattern.
The other possible approach is an inclined exposure [4, 5] . In this approach, an X-ray mask and a PMMA substrate are aligned to an incident X-ray with a certain angle and rotate. With this technology, microstructures with inclined side wall can be realized, but it is not possible to control the curvature of the side wall.
In this paper, we propose M3DXL (Multiple Moving Mask
Deep X-ray Lithography) process technology to realize a sophisticated 3-dimensional PMMA microstructure by controlling the side wall inclination and curvature. The concept of the X-ray exposure process with multiple moving mask overcomes above mentioned limitations of the previous
technologies. An X-ray mask for M3DXL is easier to fabricate compared to the previous approach, since a conventional X-ray mask fabrication technology with vertical side wall absorber can be applicable. The side wall shape of the fabricated microstructure can be modified without changing a mask [6] . A basic concept of a multiple moving mask technology is explained using two fabrication processes with one mask and two masks configurations.
As a first example, an operation principle of the multiple moving mask technology using one mask configuration for fabrication of a conical shape PMMA groove is explained. If the X-ray mask with circular window pattern is moved circularly at a constant moving velocity, the resultant radiated X-ray energy distributes over a PMMA substrate as shown in Fig. 1 . The distributed energy shows a constant value at the inner circular region. It decreases with increasing the diameter and becomes zero at the outside of the outer circle. Since the processed depth of the PMMA increases with increasing the absorbed X-ray energy into the PMMA, truncated conical PMMA groove microstructure is obtained.
A radiated X-ray energy D at radius r (2r>dmask-dmove for dmask>dmo ve) at a sample surface is given by (1) where Do is total radiated X-ray energy, dmask and dmove are diameters of the mask hole and the trajectory for mask movement, Sci. Technol. B, Vol.15, No.6, pp. 2313 -2317 , 1997 (4) V. White, C. Herdey, D. D. Denton and J. Song, X-ray Fabrication of Nonorthogonal Structures Using "surface" Masks, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol.15, No.6, pp.2514 -2516 , 1997 (5) A. Rogner, J. Eicher, D. Munchmeyer, R-P. Peters and J. Mohr, The LIGA Technique -What Are The New Opportunities, J.
Micromech. Microeng, Vol. 2, pp. 133-140, 1992. 
